Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship International - Raleigh Chapter
presents

Accessing Past Lives to Heal and
Transform the Present

Following an in-depth look at the value of past life
exploration, those who attend the March 2 meeting
will have the opportunity to personally experience a
past life regression and encounter first-hand the positive impact on a current life situation.

Susan
Reintjes

The doctrine of reincarnation states that this present lifetime and its
body, health, fears, desires, talents, relationships, finances and daily
events are shaped by many former incarnations. This concept, as
metaphor or dogma, gives us a paradigm for comprehending the
complexity of our phobias, interests, talents and prejudices. This
view can bring meaning to seemingly random encounters and
events.

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
of Raleigh
3313 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, NC

Through the study of our distant past we acquire compassion and
wisdom. We enter foreign worlds to explore different genders,
cultures, professions, environments and historical periods. We
comprehend the causes of adverse conditions in our lives and
remedies for righting them. We access latent talents and relinquish
prejudices. We claim the fuller, richer existence that is our birth right.

Admission: $10, $8 seniors/
students
Doors Open - 6:45 PM
Meeting - 7:15 PM
Early Meditation - 6:30 PM (free)

Whether or not we believe in reincarnation, we can benefit from this work. Past-life memory reminds us that all people
share a common life experience on Earth. What one person experiences, we all experience. The concept of shared
consciousness is witnessed daily. While listening to the nightly news, our hearts go out to those in distress. We do not
need to live through a tornado to imagine the terror. By nurturing our ability to walk in another’s shoes, we expand our
sense of humanity and our ability to love and forgive.
Each lifetime reflects merely a minute portion of each soul’s journey. If we examine only the present lifetime, we miss an
opportunity to see ourselves wholly. Through the memory of the soul’s past, we have the opportunity to embrace the
shadow and the light of the human condition. By accepting our humanness, we can learn to express unconditional love
for ourselves and others.
Following an in-depth look at the value of past life exploration, participants will have the opportunity to personally
experience a past life regression and encounter first-hand the positive impact on a current life situation.
For over 25 years, Susan Reintjes, psychic counselor and healer, has facilitated profound transformation for clients in all
areas of life including intimacy, health, relationships and career. She has developed effective methods for completing
unfinished inner work to clear the way for positive external change. Her psychological expertise and psychic talent offer
an intriguing and balanced model for psychic and spiritual development.
She has worked with thousands of clients from the United States and Europe, using a variety of techniques, including
past life regression, psychic surgery, hypnosis and trance mediumship. Susan has also taught a wide range of courses
including the following topics: psychic and spiritual development, intimacy, career, inner child work, eating issues,
grieving, past lives and personal empowerment. Susan has a Master of Arts in Teaching from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and an Advanced Parapsychology and Mediumship Degree from Delphi University in Georgia.
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http://www.spiritual-frontiers.com/
New Book by Susan Reintjes

SFF Board
Chairperson:
Events:
Fundraiser:
Programs:
Meditations:
Public Relations:
Resources:
Secretary:
Treasure:
Webmaster:
Writer:

April Rooker
465-1410
SFFChair@yahoo.com
Susan Johnston
755-0302
kerrensdtr@hotmail.com
Currently open - contact if interested
Rachel Rowlson
687-0461
rrowlson@nc.rr.com
Suzette Foster Anicetti
460-0543
sanicetti@aol.com
Eileen Wood
523-7872
eileenwood@realworldsoftware.com
Currently open - contact if interested
Marsha Tai
676-8975
marshadt@mindspring.com
Alice Hough
859-0067
SFFRaleighTreasurer@yahoo.com
Kim Kasdorf
932-4611
SFFRaleighEmail@yahoo.com
Bonnie Long
233-9050
SFFRaleighWriter@yahoo.com

Our Mission
At the Raleigh Chapter of Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship International, our mission is to enhance the spiritual, mystical and
metaphysical awareness and consciousness of our community
by sponsoring programs that facilitate personal growth and
development and a holistic approach to health and living.

Audio Tapes
Most SFF programs are available on audio tape – a tape
catalog is available at the Thursday lectures. To order,
Send $10 for each copy with your mailing address to:

SFF Raleigh, PO Box 12773, Raleigh, NC 27605-2773
Exceptions: The cost is $15 for longer programs recorded on two
tapes. Most Workshop recordings fit this catagory.

SFF Raleigh
When: First Thursday of each month (except July)
Where: Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Raleigh
3313 Wade Ave, Raleigh, NC 27607
Cost: $10.00 for lecture, early meditation is free
Time: Early meditation - 6:30 pm, Lecture - 7:15 pm

Third Eye Open
Unmasking Your True Awareness
Third Eye Open--Unmasking Your True Awareness is an innovative and informative manual that gives
specific instructions for answering your questions. You
will learn to uncover unfinished issues and clear the way
for positive external change. Viewing the world as a
classroom, this is an edifying and intriguing guidebook for
developing psychic abilities and interpreting daily spiritual
lessons. By learning to decode cryptic messages in
encounters, dreams, animals, machinery, and weather
conditions, the reader uncovers vital spiritual data to
discover compassion, health, love and wisdom.
“In spiritual endeavors, the familiar adage, ‘Old
business before new,’ is apropos. Many of us know
we are repeating old patterns; yet, we are uncertain
how to break our habits and move forward. In daily
life, we are surrounded by many clues and signposts
that show us where our particular unfinished business lies. Once we know how to read these signals,
we can enliven the unaware portions of ourselves.”
~ Excerpt from Third Eye Open

Healing Meditation
Come early and experience the gift of a healing
meditation led by Bonnie Long.
The early meditation is held from 6:30 P.M. until 7:00
P.M. in the Ralph Waldo Emerson room of the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship of Raleigh (on the lower level of
Peace Hall). Please be on time.

Upcoming Events
April 6, 2006 - TBA
May 4, 2006 - M. Temple Richmond
Harry Potter: Herald of the New Age

